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Arugot – Child and Family Development Center 
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Registered non-profit 580174225 

Background  

Arugot, Child and Family Development Center is a  therapy 

center founded 30 years ago by Jeremiah Lubasch, MD – 

local pediatrician, as a non-profit, to provide therapies 

and early interventions, drawing from a range of 

professions, for the local community, in areas previously 

lacking. 

 

Located in the heart of the religious Haifa community, over 400 at-risk children with special needs 

receive treatment every year. Most of the families accessing services are from the lower socio-

economic strata.  

Early assessment and optimum treatment open doors to opportunities and ensure success in 

future careers, family life, and social relationships. Early intervention for at-risk children prevents 

them from dropping out of the system later on in life and enables them to become self-sufficient, 

contributing members of society. Treatment has to be early enough to make a difference, when 

children approach developmental milestones, and intensive, in order to significantly impact their 

development.  

The unique structure of the organization allows for projects to be established as the needs in the 

community change. Services are provided at affordable rates making treatments accessible to 

those from weaker sectors of society. Treatments are culturally sensitive to answer the specific 

needs of different target populations – be those children from religious families, new immigrants 

from Ethiopia or children living in a shelter for battered women. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Celebrating 30 years of service in the community! 
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Mission Statement 

Arugot is a dynamic Therapy Center with a vision to provide children and their families with vital 

educational, social, and therapy services previously lacking in the local Haifa community. With 

approximately one third of the children living below the poverty level (Bituach Leumi Statistics), it 

is often the special needs youngsters who suffer the most. The Center is committed to answering 

the all-encompassing needs of at-risk children and their families. 

By treating at risk-children with learning disabilities, developmental delays and emotional 

problems we are able to provide opportunities for a successful future. Taking a holistic approach, 

we believe that treating children is not enough. We have extended our reach to provide family 

counseling, seminars and outreach programs, treat war trauma and to bridge learning and social 

gaps for new immigrants. Our aim is to answer the growing needs of the local community as they 

change and develop, to empower parents to help their children, and to increase awareness 

amongst parents and teachers. Our message is one of hope! 

"Education is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of a fire" W.B. Yeats 

In the perspective of the times 

The school year 2019/20 started off in September as a regular year. Plans for the future were in 

place: staff was learning and implementing updated approaches, a lecture series for senior staff 

had begun, and there were educational and informative events for parents. 

March 2020 was a turning point. The entire world was faced with a once in a century event, the 

likes of which we have never seen. A pandemic whose end is not in sight. 

Due to the Covid-19 crisis and the resulting lockdown, Arugot was closed from 15 March 2020 

until May 2020. All programs and therapies were put on hold. When the government allowed us 

to resume activities, not all children returned for treatment. Those who did were suffering from 

different levels of anxiety. Many children failed to retain previous accomplishments in therapy, 

and even regressed and the process had to begin from scratch. Many parents are dealing with 

unemployment and financial instability. In 2019 the unemployment rate was 3.7%. Today it has 

reached 25% of the population, a situation which reflects widespread instability. Parents report 

cases of children showing violence, bedwetting and stuttering as a result of the crisis.  

The Ministry of Health claims that once this passes, over one million people are going to need 

psychological treatment.  

This is where we step in. 

 

Recognition 

Arugot is recognized by Ministry of Education; Ministry of Economy and Industry; Ministry of Labor, Social 

Affairs & Social Services; Ministry of Justice; Haifa Municipality; Health Services; Haifa University and 

Elwyn Israel. 
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Accomplishments 

 Celebrating 30 years of service in the community. 

 Establishing Hot-line to provide advice, support and help during Covid-19 lockdown 

 Results in preschools for 2019/20:  77 % of preschool graduates continue to regular 
educational frameworks. Since inception this program boasts a success rate of mainstreaming 
75 – 85% every year! 

 Over 90% rate of client satisfaction in survey for parents. 

 Professionalism of staff and high standards of treatment in all programs. 80% of therapy staff 
hold MA degrees. 

 In April 2001 we were awarded the prestigious William Trump Recognition Award for over a 
decade of "outstanding commitment to children with developmental disabilities".   

 In December 2008, our reading expert received a prize for "Excellence in Education" from the 
Israel Teachers' Union. This method, called "Musima" developed at Arugot, uses musical 
notes as cues to help dyslexic pupils learn to read. 

 Expanding program: "Jumpstarting Development of Children in Regular Preschools". 

 The Midot Seal of Effectiveness was granted to Arugot in 2017 and a second time in 2018. 

 

Resources 

 Learning and Therapy Center located in a building allocated by Haifa Municipality in 
recognition of the important contribution made to the community.  

 As of September 2020 one preschool will be relocated to a municipal building, saving the 
cost of rent incurred for this program. 

 Dr. Jeremiah Lubasch held position as voluntary Founding Director for 28 years and has 
now assumed position of President; he was replaced by Mr. Jacob Vizel (pro bono). 

 Haifa University provides professional training to staff in project: Jumpstarting Children in 
Regular Preschool 

 Vouchers for free treatments for needy families provided by Social Services (Haifa and 
Afula branches) 

 Volunteer social worker in preschools 

 Volunteer in day care center – Kayla Siegal, MA student of Public Health at University of 
Haifa's International School for Overseas Students did her practical work in Arugot's day 
care center. 
 

Annual Budget 2020: NIS 5,380,000 
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"The one common denominator for all the young children is that early intervention does 

work, and it seems to improve the prognosis" Temple Grandin 

 

Major programs 

Assessment and Therapy Center for Learning Disabled Children 

The Center takes a holistic approach, looking at each child as "a world unto himself" and not 

only his specific learning disability. Each child has an individually tailored program, based on a 

professional assessment, drawing from a variety of methods: intensive remedial didactic 

treatments, paramedical treatments, and emotional therapies. During the school year of 

2019/20  350 children participated in the various programs offered at our Therapy Center in 

Haifa including:   

 Remedial Didactic Treatments: for dyslexia, dysgraphia,  

math difficulties 

   Snoezelen Room Therapy 

   Occupational Therapy  

   Speech Pathology 

 Emotional Therapies: Art Therapy, Drama Therapy,  

Music Therapy, Snoezelen Room, Dance/Movement Therapy,  

Animal Assisted Therapy, Sand Tray 

 CBT coaching for children with ADD/ADHD – individually 

 and in groups. 

 Learning Strategies using the Feuerstein method 

 Social Skills: Children who lack social skills participate in innovative group therapy 

where they learn how to interact with their peers. Participants in these groups have shown 

dramatic improvement in all spheres. Parents and teachers alike have reported their 

satisfaction following participation in Social Skills Groups. 

 Therapeutic Kitchen: Children with learning disabilities experience many failures at 

school. In our therapeutic kitchen they get a chance to bake cookies and take them home 

to be enjoyed and praised by their families. This is a place where there are only successes. 

Teachers teach math by dividing a pitta into quarters, and occupational therapists let 

children knead dough to improve sensory integration. The most important part of the work 

in our kitchen is enabling children to experience success and improve their self-esteem and 

self-confidence.  

 Dyad Therapy: This type of therapy is unique in that "pairs" receive therapy 

together, a child with one of his parents, or a child with one of his siblings. Children are 

seen in the larger context of the family and a variety of issues can be addressed.  
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 School Readiness: In light of the success of Social Skills Groups, and using the group 

model, an Occupational Therapist runs groups to prepare children for first grade.  

The program addresses: Motor Skills (sitting firmly with stability at the desk, fine motor 

skills, graphic skills, movement, space orientation); Cognitive Skills (concentration, 

planning, organization, executive functioning, understanding and carrying out 

instructions); Social Skills (carrying out tasks within a group); Emotional maturity (coping 

with frustration and delaying gratification); Learning Skills (preparing for writing, coping 

with work sheets, math perception). 

 Siblings Therapy: This is another adaption of our group therapy model when two 

therapists who have different specializations work together in the therapy room, each with 

a different perspective. The Snoezelen Room is often the preferred venue for Siblings 

Therapy. 

 Working with adults:  

a. Parental Guidance is an integral part of our work.   

b. We also work with parents providing Couples Counseling in an effort to help strengthen 

families and provide solutions for those dealing with marital problems.  

 

Snoezelen Room Therapy and Trauma Treatments 

Treatment in our Snoezelen Room addresses problems such as anxiety and trauma. While in the 

past we treated war trauma, today there is a need to treat postpartum depression, trauma 

following car accidents, children with selective mutism, and more. Therapists specializing in 

Dance/Movement Therapy use the Snoezelen Room as a medium to help those in distress. The 

room has a calming effect and has special equipment that enhances therapy. The multi-sensory 

environment enables occupational therapists to address problems based on sensory motor 

difficulties and sensory integration, using special effects, including touch, smell, and sound. In 

addition the room has been used in a unique way to help entire families (especially groups of 

siblings) join together to overcome a common problem – such as dealing with war trauma, 

divorce and loss. 
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Early Childhood  Center:  88 children 

1. Day Care Center for toddlers age 3 months – 3 years – full day program: The Day Care Center 

is under the auspices of The Ministry of Economy and Industry, and The Ministry of Labor, 

Social Affairs and Social Services and caters to the needs of working mothers (full day program 

including meals). Some children from problem families are referred by the Social Services. 

Children benefit from a positive and enriching environment. In the planning for the next school 

year – to integrate children with developmental problems together with typically developing 

children. The integration will be beneficial for the social development of children with 

problems. Children with medical problems will be allowed to join the program if they are 

accompanied by a personal aide, provided and funded by the authorities. 

 

2. Network of Developmental Preschools: Arugot runs a network of 4 preschools for children 

with special needs age 4 -   6/ 7. All children are assessed as eligible for special education and 

referred by Haifa Municipality Allocations Committee (Education-Psychology Department). 

Some children are “graduates” of our Day Care program. Each child has an individualized work 

plan, which is updated periodically according to his progress. The main goal is to mainstream 

children in the regular school system. Some children spend one or two days a week in regular 

preschools as preparation for mainstreaming, while receiving all their treatments at Arugot 

Preschool. In addition to a regular preschool schedule the program includes paramedical 

treatments (speech and occupational therapy), psychologist (sent from the Municipality) and 

emotional therapy. Children enjoy musical activities and benefit from a gardening project – 

growing their own plants, vegetables and flowers – a fun activity that enhances personal 

development. An interesting aspect of the gardening project is planting in layers to conserve 

water – water from the top plant drips into a plant below, saving water and educating young 

children on this important topic. There is a low teacher-pupil ratio and extra staff is hired to 

ensure that developmental gaps are closed. This enables children to acquire emerging literacy 

and graduate to regular educational frameworks. 

 

Success rate of mainstreaming for 2019/20 – 77%. 

 

 

Methods used in Developmental Preschools include 

 

SPA – Sensorial Postural control Acquisition is a method developed by Malka Shamir who is 

both a physiotherapist and an occupational therapist working with small children on sensory 

integration and motor development. 

ToM – Theory of Mind, which enhances the work and brings it up to a new level of 

professionalism 

D.I.R. The Greenspan Floortime Approach 

ABA (Applied Behavior Analysis) 

Instrumental Enrichment based on Dr. Feurstein's methods 
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Script Therapy – an approach developed by Prof. Ester Daromi at Tel Aviv University and 

taken from the discipline of speech pathology – usually used to help children develop their 

language skills and in our preschools expanded to include other cognitive functions and social 

skills. 

Sensory Diet is an approach used to enhance sensory integration using a range of 

interventions. When necessary, children start off the day imitating animals: crawling like cats, 

sliding like snakes, jumping like frogs and walking on all fours face up like spiders – all this 

contributes to their sense of self, helps them organize their bodies and calms them down. Then 

when they have to sit down they are able to concentrate and learning flows.   

Giraffe Language is an innovative approach in our developmental preschools. Giraffe 

Language – Changing Learned Communication Patterns – is a behavioral method helping 

children speak the language of the heart, the language of emotions, to resolve conflict, to 

communicate effectively, to promote mutual respect and compassion while clarifying feelings. 

The Giraffe is characterized by a big and compassionate heart, as opposed to the Jackal who is 

aggressive and has limited communication. Children are trained to choose Giraffe Language 

and not the Jackal’s language and his reactions. Following a fight, children go and sit in a cute 

little “reconciliation room”; there they work out their feelings together. Usually they exit the 

room arm in arm with smiles on their faces. 

Music is used in various ways to enhance and reinforce learning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An After-School Framework for preschool children of working mothers who need a full day 

framework, including a hot lunch has been running for the last 3 years. Developmentally delayed 

children are integrated with their typically developing peers during the after school hours. This 

mutually beneficial program enhances their social, cognitive, and physical development. 

Mothers benefit when they are able to work a long day and rest assured that their children are 

well cared for. 
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Challenges in Preschool Network 

1. A reform in government policy will have a direct impact on work in preschools.  In the past, 
the Municipality referred children with developmental delays to a special ed. preschool. 
Today, with the reform in policy, parents can choose to send their child to a regular 
framework and receive a therapy package within the framework of a regular school.  

Unfortunately schools are not equipped to give this service and they lack the staff, suitable 
rooms and equipment. This is causing confusion; while parents want special preschools, the 
authorities are looking to integrate children to improve social skills and remove stigma of 
special education.  

Based on this new approach no new special preschools are being opened by the authorities 
– creating a shortage of placement spaces. Parents still want specialized and professional 
frameworks resulting in pressure to accept more pupils and causing an overflow in special 
classes. 

In addition, originally the official size of a special preschool was 8 – 10 children. Already for a 
few years, the Municipality has been referring higher numbers to Arugot and usually our 
classes have 12 – 14 children. This means we have to hire extra staff at the expense of the 
organization.  

Parents who have no places for their children in special preschools have no other choice but 
to send their children to regular classes.  

They have tried advocacy to change this reform and have recently gone to court in an effort 
to go back to the old approach when all children who needed help were referred to special 
preschools.  

The new reformed regulations will also mean that the children who access our services are 
more severe cases, which creates further challenges for the professional staff. 

2. Rent, renovations, equipment and upkeep are funded by organization. 

Off-site project in community 

Early Intervention: Jumpstarting Preschoolers in Regular Frameworks 

This year was the second year of a highly successful program: Jumpstarting Preschoolers: 

Assessment and Early Intervention for children in regular preschools. The program will be 

expanded in 2020/21 and runs in conjunction with Haifa University Interdisciplinary Clinical 

Center under the auspices of Prof. Rivka Yahav who received the Recanati-Chais-Rashi Award in 

2009 for the Entrepreneur Teacher and Social Worker.  

According to research one third of children in low and middle income countries fail to reach 

developmental milestones. In some countries, by first grade 5 – 10 % have a noticeable speech 

disorder, while some children suffer from a range of delays and learning problems. Assessment 

and early intervention can jumpstart their development. 
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Taking a multifaceted approach to prevent, reduce, and treat developmental and speech delays, 

emotional, social and behavioral problems - a project was designed for children age 3 – 6 years 

in local preschools. Disabilities can be overcome, especially when children are young enough to 

surmount difficulties and acquire skills that prepare them for reading, writing, and 

comprehension – the basic tools essential for academic accomplishments.  

Once a week an occupational therapist and a speech therapist ran a joint therapy activity for all 

children in the preschool – in small groups. The purpose of the activity was to ascertain if 

children have delays in their developmental milestones and then to treat those delays. The 

preschool staff was present during the activities to observe, learn and repeat similar activities 

throughout the week until the next meeting – reinforcing the interventions. Once a week a 

psychologist observed the children. Both staff and parents met with the psychologist to address 

problems and enhance development. Three types of activities took place: language enrichment; 

sensory motor development; and activities that promote social and emotional development. 

All children in the preschool were able to benefit from enriching activities – be those children 

with or without delays.  An advantage of this approach is that children are not singled out for 

treatment and there is no stigma of being known as the "problem" child. In some cases children 

were referred for professional assessments. 

Staff meetings, supervision sessions, and guidance were an integral part of the program 

comprising: professional supervision by University staff for Arugot professional staff who ran 

the program; guidance and training for preschool teachers providing them with skills to continue 

the work undertaken by Arugot staff once program is over; parental guidance sessions to 

empower parents. 

Arugot staff trained preschool teachers so that the regular preschool activities complemented 

skills taught by Arugot therapists during group time. Preschool teachers were able to report 

back at meetings how children managed and if they see progressed. 

An additional component of the program was to identify children who are victims of abuse and 

violence and refer them for treatment. As the work evolved, some of the group meetings 

addressed issues such as personal safety and awareness on the importance of reporting to 

parents or teachers occurrences of abuse. Workshops for children included: the importance of 

sharing unpleasant secrets with adults; how to react when approached by strangers; touch that 

is acceptable in relationships; and more.  

Group activities foster social skills and age appropriate behavior. 

Parents met with therapists throughout the year to learn new parenting skills that enhance 

development of their children – including all children in the family and not only the child 

participating in the project.  

Plans for 2020/21 are under way to continue this important venture, including two extra options 

in case the pandemic continues. 
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This program runs thanks to generous donations from the Doris Pacey Charitable Foundation, 

Salvisberg Foundation, P.E.F. Endowment Funds Inc, Baha'i World Center and Arieli Trust. 

Tuition free program. 

"A person's a person, no matter how small" Dr. Seuss 

 

"Maon Stein" for Special Needs Children 

Initiated in 2007 in conjunction with Elwyn Israel, this is an 

intensive day care program for severely handicapped 

children ages 6 months – 3 years from orthodox families. 

The need arose within the community to establish this 

framework and as usual, Dr. Lubasch seeing the suffering 

of families, rose to the challenge. Previously no suitable 

framework existed in Haifa, causing some families to move 

to other cities, and others to care for children at home. 

Situated on the premises of Elwyn Israel, children are 

provided with all necessary paramedical treatments to 

ensure maximum development.   

 

Bridging Educational and Social Gaps for Ethiopian Immigrant Pupils 

Over the past 12 years we have been providing services to schools in Haifa with Ethiopian 

Immigrant pupils.  

 

In spite of the resources invested in the Ethiopian community, since their arrival in Israel, this 

sector remains behind with cultural differences impeding smooth and full integration into 

Israeli society. Ethiopian pupils still have significant gaps when competing with Israeli peers. 

 

This year, 30 Ethiopian pupils at 2 Haifa schools received didactic and emotional therapies, 

including professional assessments. Schools participating in the program: Netiv Eliezer Carmel 

and Mitzpeh in Kiryat Motzkin. 
 

Teachers and emotional therapists work with small 

groups and individual pupils providing intensive 

didactic help and emotional treatments. The 

emphasis is on literacy and emerging literacy, 

comprehension, homework assignments, and 

learning strategies. An effort is made to increase 

knowledge in basic subjects such as math, English, 

computers. Emotional therapies emphasize social 

skills, address distress caused by family problems, 
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difficulties in dealing with a new environment, coping 

with failure in the classroom situation, and whatever 

other emotional problems that surface in therapy.  
 

 

This program is tuition free and has been generously supported by Help Jews Home, Norway.  

“Children must be taught how to think, not what to think.”  — Margaret Mead 

Treating Children and Mothers at Haifa Shelter for Battered Women  

As part of Arugot's contribution to the community a unique project was designed to help children and 

mothers in a shelter for battered women. Over the years, we have provided children with professional 

didactic assessments to ascertain learning difficulties and remedial tutoring to overcome learning 

difficulties, complete homework assignments, learn for exams and succeed at school.   Mothers benefit 

from emotional therapy and in some cases dyad therapy has been effective to enable mothers and 

children to cope with their difficult life situation. Arugot's therapist – using  psychodrama therapy worked 

one-on-one with mothers in the shelter during the year 2019/20 until the covid-19 virus closed down the 

project, which will hopefuly be resumed again next year.  Tuition free program.  

****** 

News 

 Dr. Jeremiah Lubasch, President met with Mr. Frank Benjamin and Mr. Victor Sassoon, 

representatives of The Grace Shua and Jacob Ballas Charitable Trust in Singapore. The trust has 

donated generously to Arugot for over 25 years and has contributed significantly to the programs. 

Dr. Lubasch: "It was a privilege to meet the people who have supported Arugot for so many years 

and have helped make so much possible, our achievements are their achievements."   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Therapeutic Kitchen enables children to interact socially while working together in groups in the 

kitchen under the supervision of trained therapists. 

1 Chanukah activities include preparing sumptuous potato latkes in honor of the festival.  

2 Purim is celebrated with a fair that includes the baking of the traditional "homentashen" 

which are taken home to be shared and admired by family members. 

3 Activities for children participating in group therapy to enhance social skills often take place 

in therapeutic kitchen where the atmosphere is relaxed and enjoyable. 
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 Purim Campaign and fundraiser was a great success: 200 sweet packages of mishlochei manot 

were distributed in two hospitals, to Ethiopian immigrant pupils in two schools and to needy 

children in the local community 

 Summer day camp programs throughout the vacation for children in preschool network 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Events 

 Orientation Day for staff – lecture by Dr. Chaim Rinsky, new approaches to ADHD 

 Ceremony for Bazan Oil Refineries LTD who donated new equipment to upgrade Snoezelen Room 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Evening to launch project in regular preschools – Jumpstarting Development of Children in Regular 

Preschools for children in local community. Parents were invited to an evening where Mirit Levy, 

Director of preschools and Dana Yisraeli, Psychologist, explained the purpose of the project. 

 Evening for mothers at Therapy Center: "Looking Back at the Past" – in an effort to provide children 

with a hopeful future. Viewing of tragic comedy movie: Life is Beautiful by Roberto Benigni 

 June 2020 – evening for staff called: "Putting the puzzle together" – strategies to return to work 

following corona lockdown 

 

 

 

 

Sign unveiling ceremony 

– Bazan, Pnina Berkowitz 

and Sarit Malka 
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Professional training for staff 

 July 2019 Pnina Berkowitz participated in a course on POET – Parental Occupational 
Executive Training at Aleh, Jerusalem by Dr. Carmit Fish, PhD. OT 

 Course for staff by Dr. Chaim Rinsky (Psychiatrist, Neurologist, Psychologist) on new 
approaches for the assessment and treatment of ADHD 

 Ruth Kaniel, Director of Resource Development, participated in JWWS – Jewish Women's 
Writers Seminar 

 Summer program for staff by Amos Hertz on Nature Therapy 
 

Visitors 

 Michael Doppelt, P.E.F. Endowment Funds, Inc representative 

and Board member visited with his father, Mr. Steve Doppelt 

 Ester Korkus, Inspector and Ruth Valerie Atlan,  

Professional Supervisor – Ministry of Education, July 2019 

 Mona and Peter Beck representatives of Help Jews Home,  

Norway visited Ethiopian project at Netiv Eliezer Carmel School 

 Sarit Malka, representative of Bazan Group – Oil Refineries LTD in a housewarming ceremony 

following their donation to refurbish the Snoezelen Room 

 Noga Carmi, newspaper reporter 

 Chaya Fishgrond-Schwartz, Bituach Leumi representative 

 Amos Hertz, expert in gardening therapy and the development of therapy gardens 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From L to R: Peter Beck, Ilan – liaison for 

Ethiopian Pupils, Mona Beck 

From L. to R. Dr. Gail Suskin, Michael 

Doppelt, Steve Doppelt, Ruthie Kaniel 
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Outreach in the Community 

 Opening of school year in preschools with an evening for parents from all preschools 
together with Mirit Levy, Director of Preschools 

 Evening for parents in regular preschool to explain new project – Jumpstarting 
Preschoolers, in conjunction with Haifa University – launching the project 

 Evening for school principals and counselors to strengthen ties between Arugot's staff and 
school staff 

 Evening for mothers of Integrated Day Care Center  

 Open House Day in Preschools for parents in the community who have been referred by 
Allocations Committee of Municipal Psychological Department, and who want to get a close 
up view of the organization. 

 

Work Meetings and Collaborative Ventures 

 Arugot staff attended a meeting at Haifa Municipality with newly elected Mayor Dr. Einat 
Kalish Rotem, Deputy Mayor Michael Alfer and other officials, together with educators, 
community workers and NGO representatives to map needs in the local community in the area 
of education, looking for ways to provide sufficient and suitable buildings for activities and 
funding for educational frameworks in the religious sector. 

 Meeting at Haifa Municipality together with Tahel, Crisis Center for Religious Women, on 
the topic of training therapists to treat victims of sexual abuse, advocacy and help for 
adolescent young women and women victims 

 Video meeting with Rabbi Joseph Schonwald, representative of Rochlin Foundation 
 

Special features 

Doctoral Candidate Lali Keidar from Haifa University did research at Arugot on the unique characteristics of 

using art therapy for children from ultra-orthodox families. The purpose of the research is to further the 

understanding of the specific needs of the target population and to help accommodate goals and ways of 

intervention. Staff and parents participated in the research project. This work will continue in 2020/21. 

 

Developing, Planning and Looking Ahead 

 Work is under way to build the new therapy garden on roof of main building to enable nature 

therapy, nature conservation and recreation for groups of children suffering from handicaps. 

This venture is funded by Bituach Leumi, Roni and Ruth Aberdam, Netafim, Ariel Ben David. 

 Upgrading Pet Corner 

 Establishing group therapy using a multi-disciplinary model (two therapists from different 

professions) – groups will include: 

1 Animal Assisted Therapist and Occupational Therapist will run a group for children dealing 

with a combination of three problems – social, emotional and physical (motor). Activities will 

take place in two locations: Pet Corner and Therapeutic Kitchen 

2 Taking a CBT approach for children with a sibling who suffers from a handicap or illness 

3 Occupational Therapist and CBT coach will work with children who lack emotional 

integration rooted in sensory issues 

New and different groups will be established as the need arises. 
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 To establish a crisis center which will answer the needs of women and adolescents who have 

been abused. This will include: therapies for women in distress; treating abuse; self-help groups, 

parental guidance. Arugot is working with municipal departments to further this venture. 

 Psychodrama groups for mothers to empower them – "Focus on Mothers". The groups will focus 

on the themes that emerge in the group therapy with active participation and practicing of new 

skills. 

 

 

 

 

 

Inside the Therapy Room 

From Haifa to Jerusalem and Back 

At age 5 Ronit contracted a serious virus that sent her, together with her 

family, on   journey to the unknown.  

The first lap was the ICU at Rambam Hospital where she lay unconscious for 6 days. The question 

doctors couldn't answer was: would she live? Following another week in the pediatric 

ward she was moved to Alin in Jerusalem - a rehab hospital, to overcome the damage 

caused by the virus.  

While Ronit is a very determined child, her body did not behave in ways that were familiar to her.  

She wanted to express herself, but instead of words coming out of her mouth, she spoke 

gibberish. Partly paralyzed and with problems similar to those of children with 

developmental delays, she couldn't walk, dress herself and had to be fed. She was 

physically challenged, weak and very, very frustrated. By nature independent, she had no 

idea how to ask for help, let alone come to terms with being taken care of as if she was a 

baby. Rehab was grueling. She participated in every kind of therapy the hospital had to 

offer: physiotherapy, speech therapy, occupational therapy and hydrotherapy.  

Coming from a family of 8 children – ranging in age from 3 months to 12 years – her parents had 

to reorganize. Two children moved in with the grandparents. Her mother was in charge of 

running the home and looking after the younger children, while her father dropped 

everything and became her companion 24/7. When a family member offered to take over 

and give him some respite, he answered: "I'm not Ronit's babysitter, I am part of her 

therapy, we are in this together."  

Six months later she returned home and was enrolled at Arugot. She receives speech and 

occupational therapies. The latest professional recommendation is for emotional therapy 

to address issues of frustration and anger, but her father doesn't believe in such an 

approach and claims: "she is fine, she will get over her difficulties". Her OT therapist is 

concerned and allows her to express emotions. Ronit has said on occasions to her OT 

therapist: "I hate you" and when playing in the drama room with dolls, she threw her doll 

out of an imaginary third floor window. 

Illustrative picture 
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Ronit is determined to overcome her challenges. She hides the pain of her failures. She is too 

proud to ask for help and when she is dissatisfied she will keep a defiant silence, 

sometimes lasting for hours. 

On a visit to Rambam Hospital the doctors were amazed at her progress. Today she is 6 and a half 

years old, she graduated from first grade and the emphasis in her treatment is on 

reading. She still has a long way to go and Arugot is proud to be part of her process. 

 

Special thanks to 

 P.E.F. Israel Endowment Funds, Inc. 

 The Grace Shua and Jacob Ballas Charitable Trust 

 Salvisberg Wessely Foundation for funding "Jumpstarting Preschoolers" Project 

 Bituach Leumi for funding Therapy Garden 

 Paul and May Arielli Foundation 

 The Doris Pacey Charitable Foundation for funding "Jumpstarting Preschoolers" Project 

 Baha'i World Centre for funding "Jumpstarting Preschoolers" Project 

 Bazan Group for funding equipment in Snoezelen Room 

 Checkpoint for funding hotline during Corona crisis 

 Mr. Shimon Festenberg for donating scholarships to needy children from the Nefesh Kol Chai Fund 

 Ariel Ben David for musical instruments for therapy garden 

 Netafim for donating an irrigating system for the therapy garden 

 Ron and Ruth Abarden for donating towards the establishment of the therapy garden 

 Elgazi and Almani families for donating mishlochei manot to Purim Campaign 

 Jacob Vizel, Director on a volunteer basis 

 Lior Sinkrona for volunteering during his MA studies and providing strategic advice 
 

 

Our donors 

P.E.F. Israel Endowment Funds, Inc., Jewish Child's Day, Grace Shua and Jacob Ballas Charitable Trust, 

Doris Pacey Charitable Foundation, Haifa Chevra Kaddisha, Keren Nefesh Kol Chai, Paul and May Arieli 

Foundation, Baha’i World Center, Salvisberg-Wesseley Stiftung,  Help Jews Home - Norway, Lee 

Perelstine Kagan Charitable Foundation, Keren Peretz Naphtali, Winograd Estate, IEC, Bank Discount, 

Bank Leumi, Bazan Group, Africa-Israel Megurim, Netafim, Checkpoint, Goldberg Charitable Trust 

Our supporters 

Haifa Municipality, Ministry of Education, Ministry of Economy and Industry, Ministry of  Labor, Social 

Affairs and Social Services, Inheritance Funds, Bituach Leumi 

Partnerships  

Health Services, Haifa University, Oranim Academic College of Education, Rambam Hospital – ADD/ADHD 

Clinic, Elwyn Israel, Shelter for Battered Women, Mercaz HaPa'ot, Ezer Mitzion, Netiv Eliezer – Carmel 

Elementary School, Mitzpeh Elementary School – Kiryat Motzkin 
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Board of Directors 

   Jeremiah Lubasch, MD – President and Founders: Born in Argentina, Dr. Lubasch studied 

medicine at the University of Buenos Aires. In 1977 he came on Aliyah and today lives in Haifa with his wife 

and family. Dr. Lubasch served in the navy and was promoted to rank of major. In 1989 he founded the Haifa 

Center for Children with Learning Disabilities. For close to 30 years he directed the Center – today called 

Arugot, on a voluntary basis, while running his medical practice at the same time.  

 

 Ya’akov Vizel, Director (pro bono) 

Daniel Hofner, Secretary 

Eli Hartman, Treasurer 

Elimelech Knepelmacher, Board Member 

Audit Committee:  

Yerucham Spiegel  

Alex Weis 

Association Members: 

Jeremiah Lubasch – President 

Shimon Una  

Amram Ben Sher  

Nathan Cohen  

Shmuel Edelstein  

Moshe Kanner 

Shmuel Weintraub 

 

 

Below is a letter we received 
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18 January 2020 

 

Dear Ima and Abba, 

Today is my 18th birthday and as you know I shy away from expressing emotions. I 

always did, ever since I can remember. 

But as I celebrate this milestone, I know that I have a debt to pay and unless I open 

my heart to you and reveal my innermost thoughts and emotions, that debt will never 

be paid. 

As a child I stuttered. I wanted to be like everyone else, but I was so afraid that if 

I would open my mouth I would be laughed at. Do you know how many times I had 

something to say, and yet I kept silent. How many times I thought of a good joke and 

didn't dare tell anyone. When the children in my class were enjoying a party or 

outing, I made sure to keep to the sidelines. 

I could see the pain reflected in your eyes when you looked at me. And that only 

increased my pain. I wanted so much to please you, but I couldn’t. 

When I was 12 you took me to Arugot. At first I was afraid. Would the therapist say 

I'm not normal? (and that was a question I asked myself as well). 

The speech therapist – her name was Tanya - gave me all sort of exercises to do. 

Breathing exercises and relaxation exercises. Sometimes I sang, I loved that, 

because then I didn't stutter. I remember when she suggested I get a part in the 

end of the year play at school. Me? On the stage? On days of rehearsal, I wanted to 

hide under my bed and miss the school bus.  

Ima and Abba, thank you for not giving in to me, thank you for making me go to 

school even when I didn’t want to and thank you for standing by and giving me 

support, for believing in me.  

After a while the speech therapist suggested Pet Therapy for me. I loved the 

animals, they never judged me, they accepted me and they never laughed. Slowly my 

self-confidence improved and my stuttering receded. I never was a big speaker and I 

doubt I ever will be. 

But as I start a new chapter in my life, I want to say thank you for everything and in 

my name please tell the Arugot staff that I will never forget them for their love, 

patience and professional help. 

Happy Birthday to all of us, 

Love, 

Rotem 
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